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GUSTAVE

COURBET

(French, 1819-1877)

Reverie (Portraitof GabrielleBorreau), 1862
Oil on papermounted on canvas;63.5 x 77 cm
Signed and dated,lower left: G. Courbet/.62.
Joseph WinterbothamCollection, 1987.259

ustave Courbetis knownprimarilyas an uncompromising Realist who loudly proclaimed his
independence from the past and scorned the idealizing
tendencies of both Classicism and Romanticism.As this
lushly painted portraitreveals,Courbet was far from the
purist that he claimed to be. His style here is clearly
indebted to the Spanish and Venetian artists whom he
had studied as a youth in the galleriesof the Louvre. He
was also not above conferringto this portraita distinctly
Romantic aurathrough the figure'spose and setting, and
through the use of a vaguely allegoricaltitle. Courbet's
vauntedRealismis most evident in the vivid portrayalof
the girl's idiosyncratic features-the flaring eyebrows;
the large, almond-shapedeyes; the strong nose; the thin
lips, animatedby a hint of a smile;and the pointed chin.
The portrait's sitter was the fourteen-year-old
daughterof LaureBorreau,a woman who was apparently
Courbet's lover.The artist painted at least four portraits
of the girl'smother.Until fairly recentlythis was thought
to be another portrait of the latter,both because of the
close family resemblancebetween mother and daughter
and becausethe girl was made to look considerablyolder
than her actual age through the artist'sdramatizationof
her pose and setting.
Courbet's vigorous painting technique is especially
obvious here in the landscape and in the figure's dress.
The paint is forcefully and heavily applied, often with a
palette knife, as in the background,or with loose, confident brushstrokes,as in the area of the dress. The most
sensitively painted areasare those of the girl'sface, neck,
arm, and hand, which present a smoother,more nuanced
technique for renderingthe warmth and softness of her
flesh. A romantic mood, perhaps inspired by the girl's
budding womanhood, is establishedby the dark foliage
on the left, the glowing reds and pinks of a sunset on the
right, and a glistening expanse of water beneath it. The
girl's dark brown hair falls freely over her shoulders.

G
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Pensively,she inclines her head and rests it on her hand.
A delicate pearl pendant in the shape of a cross hangs
from a gold chain around her neck. A black lace shawl
and the black accents of her dress give her an almost
Spanish air. In this warm portrayal, Courbet showed a
taste for rich, resonant color, dramaticcontrasts of light
and dark, and a technique possessing all the self-assurance and flair that characterizedhis own personality.

COURBET
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E D G A R D E G A S (French, 1834-1917)

Portraitafter a CostumeBall (Portraitof Mme Dietz-Monnin), 1877/79
Distemper,with metallicpaint and pastel,
on canvas;85.5x 75 cm
Signed, lower left: Degas
Joseph WinterbothamCollection, 1954.325

n discussing this painting, art historians have often
focused on the relationship between Edgar Degas
and his subject, Addle Dietz-Monnin, wife of a prominent French businessmanand politician. It is clear from
a letter to Mme. Dietz-Monnin, which Degas probably
never sent, that difficulties arose between them in the
course of paintingthe portrait.Accordingto familytradition, she rejectedthe portraitbecauseshe thought it made
her look drunk or like a prostitute.The portraitseems to
have been originally intended as a form of payment for
money lent to Degas by membersof her family.Although
areasof the portraithavea sketchy quality,Degas considered the paintingsufficientlyfinishedto sign it and submit
it to the 1879 Impressionist Exhibition under the
title Portraitafter a Costume Ball (Portraitapres un bal
costumO).
Whatever the precise nature of the disagreement
between the artist and his subject--information about
the circumstances surrounding the portrait remains
insufficient to reach firm conclusions--this painting in
many respects exemplifies the kind of subject drawn
from modern life that inspired so many of Degas's best
works. As is typical of him, the sitter is shown in an
unguarded moment. There is a spontaneous, utterly
unposed quality to her expression and posture that
belies the many studies (severalsurvive)and sittings that
undoubtedlyprecededit, as well as the carefullycalculated
decision to show the woman at this particularmoment of
the evening'sevent and in "costume"ratherthan street
clothes. With great originality,Degas chose to focus on
the complex moment of transitionfrom a highly public
event, the costume ball, back to private life. Without
embellishment and sentimentality,he capturedthe tired
expression on the woman'sface, the exhaustionunderlying the perfunctory smile and listless wave of the hand,
the relaxation of her public persona as her shoulders
slump and her whole body sinks wearily into a chair at
1I4

the end of a long evening. Lights and shapes bounce off
the mirrorbehind her and appearas indistinctpatches of
color at right and left, suggestingthe blurredeffect of the
surroundingson the sitter'stired senses.
In accordance with his taste for technical innovation and experimentation,Degas used several media in
this portrait, as well as a highly varied and improvisational kind of brushwork. He tailored his medium and
technique not only to the impromptu nature of his subject, but also to renderinga great range of textures-the
reflective surface of the mirror;the gold of the mirror's
frame and of the chairs at left; the satiny sheen, dominated by icy pinks and greens, of the woman's dress and
bonnet; and the fur of the brown boa as it snakesits way
down her dress.

DEGAS
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ARNOLD

BOC K LIN

(Swiss, 1827-1901)

In the Sea (Im Meere), 1883
Oil on panel; 86.5 x 115cm
Signed on the harp:AB
JosephWinterbothamCollection, 1990.443

Arnold Bocklin's work was widely
Although
admired in the I880s and I89os, his reputation
waned rapidly after his death with the ascendancy of
Impressionism and the French-centered conception of
the development of modern art. Today's more comprehensive and complex understandingof European art of
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries has led to a new
appreciationfor his work. B6cklin is now recognized as
an important contributor to an internationalSymbolist
movement (he lived alternatelyin his nativeSwitzerland,
Germany, and Italy), and he is also acknowledged for
influencing a large number of artists,many of whom are
now counted among the pioneers of modern art, such as
Edvard Munch, Vasily Kandinsky, Paul Klee, and
Giorgio de Chirico (see p. 147). De Chirico was especially impressed by the type of painting for which
B6cklin became best known-eerily mysterious landscapes punctuated by an occasional lone figure, such as
Villa by the Sea (which exists in numerousversions dating from the i86os through the early i88os)and Islandof
the Dead, his singlemost famous painting(which likewise
exists in severalversions dating from i88o onward).The
hauntingsilence of these picturescan be clearlyfelt in de
Chirico'sown enigmaticworks.
In the Sea belongs to a type of painting that, at least
superficially, has little in common with the work just
described. In pictures such as this, B6cklin featured
groups of mythological figures, from centaurs to mermaids, depicting them with a lusty energy and earthy
realism clearly at odds with the idealizing tendencies of
nineteenth-centuryacademicart (compare,for example,
Adolphe William Bouguereau's Bathers of 1884 in the
collection of the Art Institute). The mermaidsof In the
Sea are plump and fleshy; the tritons border on the grotesque, the one at center sporting a bulging belly,the two
at right featuringlarge, protrudingears. Ratherthan the
idealized inhabitantsof a rarefied,classicalworld, these

Ii6

uninhibited figures seem almost coarse. The faces of the
mermaidsand the large harp-playingtriton at center are
distorted by loud singing or shouting. At far right, the
heads of two other tritons emerge from the water, eager
to join in the fun.
Although thematicallyand compositionallyvery different from the desolate landscapes exemplified by
B6cklin'sIsland of the Dead, these mythologicalpictures
are, upon close inspection,no less disquieting.The more
we look, the more uneasy we become about certain
details,which seem to throw into question the natureof
this boisterous scene. We are struck, for instance,by the
equivocal expression of the triton at center, as he looks
upward toward the mermaid who is thrusting herself
upon him with wild, predatory abandon. Is the triton
merely startled or does his expression bespeak anxiety,
even fear? Are the sirens benignly playful, or is there
somethingfrenziedin their actionsand expressions,reminiscent of their reputationin Greekmythology for luring
sailors to their death with their singing?We are likewise
reminded of the dire fate of the lyre-playing Orpheus,
torn to pieces by wild bacchantes.The composition'sicy
colors, dominated by shades of green and purplish red
againsta turbulentsky and glassy sea, furthercontribute
to the vaguely ominous mood. The picturethus takes on
a distinctlyDionysian character,suggestingthe intoxicating and potentially destructiveforce of unbridlednature
and evokingan amoralworld in which thereis no boundary betweenplay and aggression.

BOCKLIN
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CLAUDE

MONET

(French, I840-I926)

Etretat: The Beach and the Falaise d'Amont, 1885
Oil on canvas;69.3 x 66.1 cm
Signed,lower right: Claude Monet
Gift of Mrs.John H. (Anne R.) Winterbotham
in memory of John H. Winterbotham;
Joseph WinterbothamCollection, 1964.204

time this picture was painted, the Impression-

Byiststhehad begun to rethink the style that had marked
the heyday of their movement in the I870s. While
Camille Pissarro would come under the influence of
Georges Seurat's theories and Pierre Auguste Renoir
changedhis style to include monumentalfigures, Claude
Monet focused with ever increasingtenacity on his original goal of painting "directly from nature, striving to
render my impression in the face of the most fugitive
effects." In an effort to achieve an accurateimpression
ratherthana compositeeffect,Monet had by then adopted
a method of working simultaneouslyon a numberof canvases depicting the same subject. He changed canvases
every time the light changed substantiallyand returned
to a particularcanvason subsequentdayswhen he thought
the effect of light correspondedto that work. The writer
Guy de Maupassant observed Monet working in this
way at Etretatin 1885and published his recollectionsthe
following year:

pass a vast expanse of beach, water, and sky, as well as
the cliffs. These rise with rugged majesty from a curving
span of beach dotted with boats and brightly colored
sails. The water'ssurfaceis broken by the orange sail of
a solitary boat, the horizon line animatedby a bank of
scudding clouds. The scene is drenched in what appears
to be the early afternoon sun, since the shadows cast by
the cliffs are short, indicating that the sun is overhead.
Monet's brushstrokesare bold, quick, and confident, the
surfaceof the painting often showing heavily impastoed
areas, as he records the scene before him rapidly, in a
constant race against time and its inevitable effects on
conditions of light and atmosphere. Pinks and blues
predominate,richly modulated with touches of yellow,
green,purple,and white. This is in many respectsa quintessential Impressionist picture, with all the freshness,
vividness, and pleasurewe have come to associate with
that style of painting.

I oftenfollowedClaudeMonetaboutin hissearchforimpreshe wasa hunter.
sions.He wasno longera painter,actually;
fiveor
He walkedalong,trailedby childrencarrying
canvases,
at
various
hours
of
sixcanvases
the
same
subject
representing
thedayandwithvaryingeffects.He wouldpickthemup or
And
to howtheskychanged.
dropthemoneby oneaccording
faceto facewithhissubjecthewouldsitandwait,watchingthe
up a fallingrayorpassingcloudin
skyandshadows,gathering
severaldabsof thebrushand... settingit downon hiscanvas
shaftof light
I oncesawhimcatcha sparkling
withgreatalacrity.
on a whitecliffandfixit to a rushof yellowsthatgaveaneerily
of theblindingineffableeffectof its radiance.
preciserendering
This paintingseems indeedto havebeen achievedthrough
such a process. The artist focused here on one of his
favoritesubjects,the white cliffs near the town of Etretat
on the coast of Normandy, where Monet vacationedfrequently between 1883and 1886.Monet viewed this scene
from a distant vantagepoint that enabledhim to encomII 8 MONET
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PAUL

CEZAN

NE

(French, 1839-90o6)

House on the River, 1885/90
Oil on canvas;51.5 x 61 cm
Bequest of JosephWinterbotham,1954-304

ne of Paul C6zanne's major contributions was a
heightened awarenessthat, for the artist, painting
involves a personal struggle to find pictorial equivalents
for what he or she wishes to represent,whether it is the
natural world that so obsessed Cezanne or any of the
many other subjects, both real and imaginary,that have
occupied modern artists. Passionately engaged in this
struggle, C6zanne developed a method of painting that
became legendary.He constructed his pictures purposefully and doggedly, shuttling between the canvas and
"the motif" (as C6zanne referredto his subject),making
endless adjustmentsto the painted surfaceto bring it in
line with what his mind and eye perceived in the scene
before him. An unfinished picture such as House on the
River is thus of special interest, not only because it has
the appealingfreshness of a drawing or watercolor,but
also because it opens a door to the mysteries of the
artist's celebrated method, giving us valuable insights
into the stages of the pictorial process leading up to his
finished canvases.
Especially evident here is C6zanne'shabit of working on most areas of the canvas at the same time, with
the exception of the edges, which he sometimes left
unfinished even in a canvashe consideredfinal. This picture also shows very clearly the building up of the surface through patches of color rhythmically applied in a
manner that was much imitated by his admirers. A
closer inspection reveals, however, that this characteristic application of paint encompassed a wide variety of
brushstrokes. Quivering outlines delineate the tree
trunks and branches.Wide, patchy strokes establish the
broad masses of foliage, while blocks of color define the
openings in the house and their reflectionson the water's
surface. The color scheme is also modulated with great
subtlety, as it progresses from the cool, shaded areas of
the water and river bank, dominatedby dark greens and

O
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browns, to the lighter,airier,partiallysunlit areas of the
foliage and house, treated in pale shades of blue or silvery green.
Structurally,the composition is largely determined
the
by
parallelbands of water and riverbank.As is typical of C6zanne,their boundariesavoid the strict geometry of a rigidly parallelalignment:as the band of water
widens toward the right, the riverbanknarrows,following a gentle slope. Countering this horizontal emphasis
are the verticals of the trees, which echo each other in
their forked growth and taper upward, dissolving into
the unpainted areasof the canvas.Although unfinished,
there is a balanceto the entire composition that reflects
C6zanne'sconstant concern with the internal dynamics
of a picture,with maintainingat every stage of a picture's
development a condition of internal harmony between
its different parts. This is one of the many ways in
which Cezanne made visible one of modern art'smajor
tenets, that a work of art is not a servile reflection of the
outside world, but an independent entity with its own
laws, its own inner reality.

CEZANNE
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VINCENT

VAN

GO G H (Dutch, 1853-189o)

Self-Portrait, 1886/87
Oil on artist'sboard mounted on
cradled panel; 41 x 32-5 cm

JosephWinterbothamCollection, 1954-326

his small but mesmerizingpainting is one of about
two dozen self-portraits that Vincent van Gogh
painted after his arrivalin Paris in the spring of 1886. It
reflects the influence of the paintings he saw in Paris by
the Impressionists and Post-Impressionists.In contrast
to the long, sinewy brushstrokes that characterizehis
late works such as The Drinkers (after Daumier)
(p. 127), van Gogh here employed short, brisk strokes
and dabs of pure color, a kind of modified Divisionism
clearly inspired by the work of Georges Seurat,whose
masterpiece, A Sunday on La Grande Jatte-1884
(1884-86; Helen Birch BartlettMemorialCollection, The
Art Institute of Chicago), was on view that year at the
Salon des Ind6pendants,Paris.But unlike Seurat'spainting, which has lost some of its originalbrilliancebecause
of the artist's use of unstable pigments, this portrait
seems to have preserved all the freshness of the day it
was painted. The bright palette contrastsmarkedlywith
the sober expression on the artist's face-the intense,
direct gaze; the heavy,worried eyebrows;the downward
turn of the mouth-which suggests both the penetrating
seriousnesswith which van Gogh viewed the world and
the fiercely passionate temperamentthat often exasperatedthose who knew him.
Van Gogh was thirty-three when he painted this
self-portrait.Driven by a generous and idealisticnature,
he had embarkedon a long succession of failed occupations, from art dealer to teacher to lay preacherin the
Belgian coal-mining district, turning finally to art as a
full-time pursuit in i88o. Van Gogh's mental illness and
tragic end have often monopolized viewers' attention,
making it difficult to "see" his work clearly.But as this
remarkablyvivid portraitattests,van Gogh was first and
foremost an exceptionally gifted artist who could work
to brilliant effect even within the confines and selfimposed discipline of a style not entirely his own.

T
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HENRI

DE TOULOUSE-LAUTREC

(French,1864-1901)

Equestrienne(At the CircusFernando),1887-88
Oil on canvas;100.3x 161.3cm
Signed, lower left: T-Lautrec
Joseph WinterbothamCollection, 1925.523

T

his painting,whichwaswidelyadmiredat the time

of its creationby artistssuch as Georges Seurat,has
remained one of Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec's uncontested masterpieces. Although Toulouse-Lautrec was
only twenty-four when he painted it, he already possessed a dazzling talent as a draftsmanand a keen eye
for boldly simplified forms, qualities that were to reach
their most distilled form in the famous posters of his
lateryears.
Thinly and rapidlypainted, this picturehas the confident, improvisationalquality of a drawing.Its subjectis
the Circus Fernando,one of the first permanentcircuses
in Paris,which provided rich inspirationto many artists,
both before and after Toulouse-Lautrec portrayed it.
Here the artist has concentratednot on rich color harmonies and a seductive subject (as in Pierre Auguste
Renoir's Two Little Circus Girls of 1878-79, inspired by
the same circus, which is now in the Potter Palmer
Collection of The Art Institute of Chicago), but on an
incisive recording of movement and form, and on the
often unflatteringbut revealingphysicalidiosyncrasiesof
his subjects.From EdgarDegas, Toulouse-Lautrecinherited a connoisseur's eye for gesture and expression, as
well as a taste for unconventionally cropped compositions. Especially striking in this painting is the unorthodox cropping of the clowns and the heads of severalof
the spectators. Toulouse-Lautrec drew inspiration for
the flat, linear simplification of forms against a solid
ground, as in the figure of the ringmasterat left, from
Japaneseprints, whose influencewas by then ubiquitous
among the Impressionists.
The right half of the painting is dominated by the
dramaticallyforeshortened form of a horse, his powerful rump prominently and irreverentlypresented to the
viewer. The horse's tail billows in a manner that wittily
echoes the flapping tails of the ringmaster'sjacket. The
equestrienneperches on the horse'ssaddle,readyingher-

self for an acrobaticjump through the hoop held by the
clown who is partly visible at top. The arch of the circus
ring is echoed in the impetuous curve of the ringmaster's
body, as he advances forcefully toward the horse and
rider,and in the curve of his whip, which visually links
the two main protagonistsof the scene. Throughout, the
artist shows himself a keen observer of his human subjects, attunedto their every quirk.The pointed portrayal
of the figures often verges on caricature,as in the almost
brutish determinationon the face of the ringmaster,the
forced, brightly painted smile of the horsewoman, and
the jaggedsilhouetteof the clown at left.
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VINCENT

VAN

GO G H

(Dutch, 1853-I89o)

The Drinkers (after Daumier), 1890
Oil on canvas;59.4x 73.4 cm
Joseph WinterbothamCollection, 1953.178

his haunting painting dates to the last year of
Vincent van Gogh's life-he was to die of a selfinflicted gunshot wound on July 29, 1890. In May of the
previous year,the artist had voluntarily committed himself to the Asylum of Saint-Paulin Saint-Remy,a small
town near Arles. He stayed in the asylum for a full year,
suffering intermittent seizures and working between
bouts of illness. According to van Gogh's letters to his
brother Theo, the artist based this picture on a print
after a drawingby Honor6 Daumier (fig. I) while he was
in the asylum in late Januaryor early February 1890. In
a letter of Februaryio, 1890o,van Gogh reportedto Theo
that he found making the copy "very difficult."
Certainly,it must have been a considerablechallenge to
render the black-and-white print in the very different
medium of oil painting.
The subjectof Daumier'scomposition may havealso
aroused some ambivalence in van Gogh. On the one
hand, it focused on the life of humble people going about
their daily activities,a subjectthat had engagedhim from
his earliest days as a painter. Van Gogh's devotion to
the poorest membersof society had been expressed,even
before the decision to become a painter,in his stint as a
lay preacherin the Belgian coal-miningdistrict.And van
Gogh's first great painting, The Potato

ures are not peasants;they are laborersin Paris'sindustrial suburbs. From a letter to Theo of June 1889, it is
clear that van Gogh, although an admirerof Daumier's
"drawing,"did not consider Daumier'ssubjects to be as
"serene and pure" as the beloved peasants of his own
earlierwork, whose poverty was redeemed by constant
contact with nature.It is perhapsfor this reasonthat van
Gogh somewhat softened in his own renderingthe dire
expression of the man on the left. There is real pathos in
the way van Gogh depicted these four ungainly figures,
spanning the ages of man-from childhood, through
maturity,to old age-and real desperationin the avidity
and concentration with which they drink, as if to
quench a spiritualas well as physical thirst.
By adding the landscapeto Daumier'soriginalcomposition, van Gogh introduced an opposition between
industrializedsuburb and countryside, between the corrupting forces of civilization and the restorativepowers
of nature. To the far left are belching factory chimneys;
to the far right, barely visible, because of the pale colors
used-pale pinks, blues, and greens-is a flowering
orchard or garden, symbol of the naturalworld that is
so clearly absentfrom the withered lives of these people.

Eaters of 1885, had focused on a group of

FIGURE

peasants, lovingly portrayed in all their
earthy coarseness,partakingof a simple
meal. The figures in this painting-gnarledand weatheredin the case of the
three men, almost grotesquelychubby in
the case of the child-are imbued with a
certain crude vigor that is indeed reminiscent of the deliberate "roughness"
with which van Gogh renderedhis peasant subjectsin earlierworks.
On the other hand, Daumier's fig-

CharlesMurand
(French,active I860i88s), afterdrawing
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by Honore Daumier
(French,

1808-I879).

The Drinkers, 1862.

Wood engraving.
New York,The
MetropolitanMuseum
of Art, HarrisBrisbane
Dick Fund, 1928.
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P AU L G AU G UIN

(French, 1848-1903)

Portraitof a Womanin front of a Still Life by Cezanne, 189o
Oil on canvas;65.3 x 54.9cm
Signed and dated,lower right:P. Go. /90o/
JosephWinterbothamCollection, 1925.753

Gauguin'slife rivalsthat of Vincentvan Gogh as

Paul
the stuff of legend. In 1883,he left his job as a stock-

broker and, eventually,his wife and five childrento take
up a nomadic, often impoverished, existence as a fulltime painter. His "escape" from civilization included
increasingly prolonged stays in such exotic places as
Martinique, Tahiti, and finally the Marquesas Islands,
where he died in 1903. While still a stockbroker,Gauguin
had assembled a pioneering collection of Impressionist
paintings, among them five or six canvases by Paul
C6zanne. His favoritewas apparentlythe still life partly
visible in this picture, known as Fruit Bowl, Glass, and
Apple of 1879/80.
In this densely composed painting, Gauguin pays
tributeto Cezannenot only by includingone of his works
in the background but also by emulating Cezanne's
manner throughout the picture. In many areas of the
portrait, especially the dress and hand, Gauguin adopts
the rhythmic, parallel, patchy brushstrokes typical of
the older artist. Cezanne'sinfluence also seems apparent
in the laborious, tightly woven construction of the composition, in which the woman's head seems almost
embedded in the still life. An X-ray examinationof this
painting has revealed that Gauguin did indeed labor
over many of its details, from the position of the woman
in the chair-she was originally seated further back-to
the relationship of her hands, which were at one point
clasped in her lap, somewhat in the manner of existing
portraitsby C6zanne of his wife.
Gauguin'sown personality is most evident here in
the emphasison rich harmoniesof closely relatedcolors
(the picture is dominated by blue and its derivatives,
purple and violet) and on the fluid outlines of the forms
of the chair and woman's dress. This self-conscious
orchestration of colors and forms became even more
evident in Gauguin'slater works, in accordancewith his
belief that lines and colors, in a manner closely akin to
128

music, carry intrinsic expressive qualities, independent
of naturalisticobjectives. Gauguin was also one of the
first to turn to a wide variety of non-Westernsources for
inspirationin his effort to imbue painting with renewed
mystery and to forge alternativesto naturalism.Some of
the flatness and linear emphasis in this portrait reflects
Gauguin's interest in Japanese prints. Ironically, it is
because of this quality that Cezanne once disparagingly
referredto Gauguin'sworks as "Chineseimages."
The identity of the sitter of this portrait has long
been debated and still remains uncertain. The picture
was once thought to have been completed in Brittany,
but it has since been suggested that it may instead have
been paintedafterGauguin'sreturnto Parisin November
of I89o during his stay with Emile Schuffenecker,a close
friend and supporter.This hypothesis finds support in
the characteristics of the woman portrayed. With her
elongated, refined hands and cinched waist, she seems
more like a city dweller than one of the earthy peasant
women found in Gauguin'sBreton canvases.
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PAUL

GAU G UIN

(French, 1848-1903)

The Burao Tree(Te Burao), 1892
Oil on canvas;68 x 90.7 cm
Titled, signed, and dated,lower right:
TE BuraoP. Gauguin92
Joseph WinterbothamCollection, 1923.308

T

his picture was painted in Tahiti where Paul

Gauguinhad moved in I891, impelled by a desire to
escape the stifling effects of civilization and by the
attractions of a simple, inexpensive way of life. The
influence of Paul Cezanne, so evident in the earlier
Portrait of a Womanin front of a Still Life by Cezanne
(p. 129), is still apparent here in the use of rhythmic,
parallelbrushstrokesfor certain areasof the foliage. But
far more dominant is an emphasis on the undulating,
linear patterns formed by the branches piled up in the
foreground, and on the silhouettes of certain forms,
such as the tree trunk looming at the left edge of the picture and the solitary dog on the right.
The mood of this pictureis somber.The sky is cloudy,
the water is slate gray.From the dense shadows of the
foliage in the backgroundemerge a hut and a robed figure at far right. The foreground presents an intricate
barrier of dead branches, tree trunks, and seaweed. A
lone dog wandersthroughthe debris,possibly sniffingfor
prey. The picture'smood foreshadows the more explicit
mystery of laterworks such as Day of the Gods (Mahana
no Atua) of 1894(now in the Helen Birch BartlettMemorialCollectionof The Art Instituteof Chicago),in which
the silhouetting and patterning of forms increasingly
takes on a life of its own, in accordancewith Gauguin's
passionately held belief that lines and colors are in
themselvesexpressive.
A comparisonwith ClaudeMonet'slandscapeEtretat:
The Beach and the Falaise d'Aumont of I885 (p. 119),
which is of a superficially similar subject-a beach
scene-is particularly instructive, revealing Gauguin's
dramatic departure from the Impressionism that had
first formed him. Besides the obvious differences in
topography between the two scenes, there is a radical
difference in approach. While Monet focused on the
drama of light as it bathed vast expanses of sky, land,
,andsea, Gauguin was concerned with suggesting a state
13o

of mind and feeling. Monet joyously reveled in the naturalspectaclebeforehim, strainingto convey with exquisite subtleness the atmospheric nuances of the scene.
Gauguin instead filtered his subject through his own
broodingtemperamentand indeedbelievedthat a concern
with precisely rendered naturalistic effects robbed the
world of its essential mystery, its capacity to resonate
with meaning.
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O D I L O N R E D O N (French, 1840-i916)

Sita, c. 1893
Pastel over charcoalson paper;53.6x 37.7 cm
Signed, lower left: ODILONREDON

JosephWinterbothamCollection, 1954.320

dilon Redon's gift for poetically evocative images
and his exceptionaleye for color are superblyillusO
tratedin this work. Associatedin his own lifetimewith a
group of artists,poets, and writers known as Symbolists
(he was a particularlyclose friend of the poet St6phane
Mallarm6),Redon occupies a major place in the history
of modern art, not only for the intrinsic beauty of his
works, but also and perhapsmost importantlyfor the daring quality of his imagination.Well before the Surrealists,
Redon focused on his innerworld, on the fantastic,sometimes frightening,and always mysteriouscreaturesof his
imagination,to evoke a realm of dreams,distant memories, and indefinableemotions. As illustratedby this pastel, Redon drew inspirationfrom a wide rangeof sources,
reflectingthe fascinationof many of his contemporaries
with exotic and occult forms of spirituality.
Until recently,this work bore the generic title Evocation. Based on Redon's own records, we now know
that this pastel was originallyentitledSita, afterthe loyal
and noble wife of Rama, hero of the Indian epic The
Ramayana. According to this ancient text, Rama faced
and ultimately prevailed over numerous misfortunes,
among them the abduction of his wife by Ravana,the
demonic rulerof Lanka.As she was transportedthrough
the sky, Sita tore off and threw down to earthjewels and
other pieces of her attire to give Rama clues to her location. This pastel can be interpretedas a very free rendering of this story. While clearly inspired by this exotic
tale, the artist alludes to its details only in the vaguest
terms, as in the sparkling objects that indeed appearto
be falling from Sita's image, in shimmering bursts of
color, at lower right. Redon's own brief description,
given in the record he kept of his works, emphasizesthe
image's composition and striking color scheme: "Her
head in profile, surroundedby a golden-greenradiance,
againsta blue sky, stardustfalling,a showerof gold, a sort
of underseamountain below."
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Sita's profile dominates the composition, hovering
on a featherypink cloud and surroundedby a luminous
green halo in a manner that recalls Christian conventions for representingsaints. Sita'sexemplarylife does in
fact suggest saintly associations and perhaps inspired
Redon to adapt a Christian tradition to his representation of her. Her profile is delicate, firm, and somber,
with an androgynous quality that heightens the appealing mystery of her face and that has sometimes led writers, unawareof the pastel's original title, to identify the
figure as male. Her gaze is steadfast, almost trancelike,
and seems focused on the oval form hovering in the
night sky. This may allude to the golden egg or embryo
that embodied the essence of life and the source of cosmic light in the ancient Hindu text known as the Veda.
Sita'sskin is a richly toned brown and on her head she
wears a bejeweled diadem, whose most distinctive feature is a decorativeelement echoing a nautilusshell in its
spiralingshape. The mood is one of wonder tinged with
melancholy before the beauty of this visionary landscape, which seems to evoke both the spectacleof a starstudded sky and, as suggested by Redon's own description, the silence and depth of an underseaworld. As we
gaze at this image, we are increasinglydrawn under the
spell of its luminous colors, its velvety textures, and the
figure's unfathomable, almost sphinxlike expression,
which seems to hint at a world of spiritual awareness
and knowledge barely accessibleto us.
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HENRI

MATISSE

(French,

1869-1954)

The Geranium (Le Geranium), summer 1906
Oil on canvas;101.3x 82.6 cm
Signed, lower left: Henri Matisse
Joseph WinterbothamCollection, 1932.1342

Henri Matisse painted this picture, he was

Whenthe central figure of a group of artists labeled
Fauves (wild beasts) because of their seemingly violent
way of painting. During the first decade of this century,
these artists (including Andre Derain, Georges Braque,
and Maurice de Vlaminck) produced some of the most
influential and advancedpainting in Europe. They used
color with an unprecedented freedom and freshness,
with what appeared at the time as a reckless disregard
for its descriptive function, applying the paint with a
vigor and impulsiveness that far surpassedthat of their
Impressionist and Post-Impressionistpredecessors. The
Geranium illustrates especially well the highly experimental natureof this period in Matisse'scareerby touching upon his strugglesat the time not only with issues of
color, but also with facture, structure, and the human
figure, and his intermittentventures into an entirely different medium, sculpture.
Matisse organized the different elements of the picture around the geraniumplant. The stick that supports
its archingstem establishesa strong vertical axis around
which the rest of the composition revolves-the explosion of leafy greenery that
occupies the upper half of the
painting and the constellation
of objects on the table arranged
in a circle around the plant.
Matisse employed here many
of the same colors (pink, green,
orange, blue) used to dazzling
effect in such quintessentially
Fauvist paintings as his Open
Window of the previous year
(Collection of Mr. and Mrs.
John Hay Whitney, New
York), but somewhat tempered
and muted by a thinner appli-

cation of paint and a greateruse of black contours and
dark areas. The brushwork is unusually varied in density, length, and direction, exhibiting a nervous intensity
that differs markedly from the broad, confident strokes
that characterizesome of Matisse'searlierFauvist paintings. The four reddish, round forms, arrangedin a row
in the foreground, are apparentlypink onions. Behind
the pot and to the right is a Biskrajug (Biskrais a town
in Algeria),a souvenirof Matisse'stravelsto North Africa
earlier that year, which hints at the richly patterned
props favored in so many of the artist'spaintings from
then on. Finally, two of the statuettes Matisse modeled
at this time are depicted to the left and right of the geranium, reminding us of Matisse's intense interest in the
human figure, which he portrayedin such large decorative works as The Joy of Life (The Barnes Foundation,
Merion, Pennsylvania)completedearlierin the same year.
The sculpture on the right is Woman Leaning on Her
Hands of 1905, a 1907 cast of which is in the collection
of the Art Institute (fig. i), while the one on the left can
be identified as Matisse'sThornExtractorof 19o6.
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Henri Matisse.Woman
Leaning on Her Hands,
1907 cast of 1905 work.

Bronze (from edition of
ten); 15.2 x 27.9 x 17.1 cm.

The Art Institute of
Chicago, throughprior
acquisitionsof the
George E Harding

Collection, 1992.654.
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O S K A R K O K O S C H K A (British [born Austria], 1886-198o)

CommerceCounselorEbenstein, 19o8
Oil on canvas;ioi.8 x 8i.i cm
Signed, lower right: O K
Joseph WinterbothamCollection, 1956.364

its early date (Oskar Kokoschkadescribedit

Despite
as his second finished painting), this portrait

alreadyrevealsthe artist'sgreat gifts as a portraitistand
the hallmarks of his highly personal form of
Expressionism. Like Max Beckmann (see p. 163) and
Chaim Soutine (see p. i6I), Kokoschka used calculated
distortions of line and color in a highly individualmanner to give emotional force to his paintings.As a student
in Vienna, he was influenced not only by the German
Expressionist artists of Die Briicke (The Bridge), but
also by Gustav Klimt and by Jugendstijl art, as shown
by the sensitive, nervous line and the touch of melancholy that came to characterizehis work.
Kokoschka met his sitter through the avant-garde
architect Adolf Loos, who introduced him to Vienna's
high society and thus provided him with subjects for a
penetratingseries of portraits. As tailor to the Austrian
imperial court, Ernst Ebenstein was one of the most
accomplished and admired members in the world of
Viennese high fashion. During a visit to the Art Institute
in 1958,Kokoschka rememberedhim as kind and generous. Ebenstein had offered to make the artist some
clothes and had taught him a great deal about anatomy
based on his sartorialexperienceas a perceptiveobserver
of the human body. Kokoschka'saffection for his sitter
seems to be reflectedin the compassionateyet unflinching honesty with which he recorded the signs of age on
his face and hands.The sitterhas been caughtin a moment
of relaxedintrospection,his gaze avertedfrom the viewer,
his social persona momentarily laid aside to reveal his
inner self. Even the sitter'simpeccableblack attire has a
crumpled, weathered quality that bespeaks human vulnerabilityand frailty.As in other portraitsby Kokoschka,
the hands constitute a psychological focus as strong as
that of the face. The artist's expressive distortions are
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especially evident here. Painted in a vivid orange, these
gnarledand bony hands seem to express the man'svery
essence and become the locus of his professional and
psychological identity.
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PABLO

PI CAS

SO

(Spanish,

1881-1973)

Fernande Olivier, summer 1909
Oil on canvas;6o. 6 x 51.3cm
Joseph WinterbothamCollection, 1940.5

T

his paintingdates to one of the most productiveand
inventive periods of Pablo Picasso's career,a summer stay in the town of Horta de Ebro (now Horta de
San Juan) in Spain, which lasted, with minor interruptions, from May to September of 1909. During these
months, Picasso produced a series of landscapes,heads,
and still lifes that are among the most highly acclaimed
achievements of early Cubism. Fernande Olivier,
Picasso's mistress,was the model for the series of heads
that the artist producedat this time.
In this painting,the contrastbetween the naturalistic
still life in the backgroundand the boldly faceted figure
in the foregroundillustratesan importantstagein Picasso's
evolution at the time. A series of still lifes by Picasso
that were inspired by the art of Paul Cezanne preceded
Picasso'spowerful probing into the natureof solid form,
which is exemplified here by the treatmentof the head.
By vigorously modeling the form in a manner that blatantly disregardsthe rulesof illusionisticpainting,Picasso
conveyed information about the subject's underlying
structure,about its development in the round (Olivier's
bun, for example, which would normally not be visible
from the front, is brought into full view), and a remarkably tactile sense of its projections and recessions. Not
surprisingly,these highly sculpturalportraitsled Picasso
to turn, as he did intermittently throughout his career,
to actual sculpture upon his return to Paris in the
autumn of 1909. The result was the head of Fernande
Olivier, an early bronze cast of which is in the Art
Institute (fig. i). In this sculpture,Picasso combined the
faceting of the face seen in our painting with the scalloped treatmentof the hair found in a drawingfrom this
same period, which is also in the collection of the Art
Institute (fig. 2). The artist then energized the head
through a dynamic torsion of the neck, replacing the
relaxed, fleshy folds in the painting with an emphasis
on the taut curve of the back of the neck, as the head
138

bends and twists in space.Although Cubismwas to exert
an enormous influence on the move toward abstraction
among many artists in the early part of this century,
Fernande Olivier reminds us that Cubism itself was
firmly rooted in an intense study of materialreality.
This painting was once in the famed collection of
expatriatesLeo and Gertrude Stein in Paris, and can in
fact be seen hanging on the wall of Gertrude Stein's
study in a photographof 1914/15.
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FIGURE

I.

Pablo Picasso. Head

of FernandeOlivier,
autumn 90o9. Bronze;

h. 41-3cm. The Art
Institute of Chicago,
Alfred Stieglitz
Collection, 1949-584-

FIGURE

2.

Pablo Picasso,Head
of FernandeOlivier,
summer 1909, brush and

ink and watercoloron
paper; 33-3 x 25.5 cm.

The Art Instituteof
Chicago,AlfredStieglitz
Collection, 1949.578.
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LOUIS

JEAN

FORAIN

(French, 1852-1931)

Sentenced for Life (A Perpituitd), c. 191o
Oil on canvas;65.4 x 81 cm
Signed,lower right:forain
JosephWinterbothamCollection, 1923.6

Louis Forain is best known as a prodigious

Jean

draftsman and graphic artist, who regularly contributedillustrationsto the satiricalpapers in Paris from
the 1870s on. He also produced a small but substantial
body of paintings.Until I900, these were closely related
in style and subjectmatterto the artof the Impressionists,
with whom Forain exhibited repeatedly between 1879
and 1886.After 1900oo,the artist'swork changedconsiderably as a result of an intense renewalof his religiousfaith
and an accompanying desire to imbue his work with
greaterseriousness. Forain abandonedthe bright palette
of the Impressionistsin favor of a somber,dramaticstyle
of painting, reflecting the influence of Rembrandtvan
Rijn, FranciscoGoya, and Honor6 Daumier.At the same
time, he turned increasingly for his subjects to Biblical
themes, as in his many versionsof The ProdigalSon, and
to courtroom scenes, which focus on the plight of ordinary people caughtin the web of the Frenchlegal system.
In this fine painting, Forain deftly sketched the last
scene in a trial, using a palette largely limited to black,
brown, and a few strategicallyplaced touches of white.
At center,the defendant,who has just escapedthe death
penalty by being sentenced to life imprisonment,bends
in a gesture of abject gratitude to kiss the hand of his
lawyer.The lawyer,who is the focus of Forain'ssatire,is
shown swellingwith self-importanceandpride,completely
oblivious to the tragedy that has befallen his client and
his family.Raising his head high with a smug, self-satisfied expression, he is juxtaposed to the figure on the far
right, who, barely visible both to us and to the justice
system, buries her head as she weeps into a handkerchief. Presumablya relativeor perhaps even the wife of
the condemned man, she stands for the many unsung
victims of so-called justice. In contrastto the lawyer,the
guardseems to show some sympathy for the condemned
man, perhapsbecausehe is also an ordinaryman without
the self-serving pretensions often associated with the
140

administratorsof justice. As the guard hovers above the
accused,he extends his arm over his shouldersin a complex gesture that is both a reminderthat the man must
follow him soon to prison and an expression of comfort
and humansolidarity.In this incisivepiece of social commentary,Forain revealedall the ironies and hollowness
of a system that dispensesjusticewithout compassion.
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ROBERT

DELAUNAY

(French, 1885-1941)

Champsde Mars:The Red Tower,begun in 1911,reworked sometime before 1923
Oil on canvas;160.7 x 128.6cm
Signed and dated,lower right:r. d. 1911
Titled, dated, and signed on back:Champsde Mars/
LA Tourrouge/ i9zi /r. delaunay/ (dpoquedestructive)
Joseph WinterbothamCollection, 1959.1

his is one of the most imposing of a series of about
eleven paintings that Robert Delaunay devoted to
the Eiffel Tower between 1909 and 1911.Erected for the
1889 World's Fair on the Champs de Mars, a military
parade ground, the Eiffel Tower had become a widely
recognizedsymbol of modernity.It was originallypainted
a brilliantred, a color that, together with its steel-girded
construction and size (it was the tallest structurein the
world, reachinga height of 984 feet), set it apartfrom the
prevalentgrayness of the surroundingcity, as Delaunay
emphasized so effectively in his painting. The imposing
size of this canvasfurther enhancesthe visionary impact
of the tower caught in a blaze of light as shafts of sunlight emanate from it in all directions and yellow sun
disks dance aroundits top. Like an apparition,the tower
rises above the surrounding houses, metaphorically
shakingthe very foundationsof the old order.
Unlike his Cubist colleagues,who limitedthemselves
to muted colors and a restricted range of traditional
subjects (mostly still lifes, landscapes, and portraits),
Delaunay combined a Cubist treatmentof form with an
interest in color theory and a fascinationwith contemporary subjects. In this painting, Delaunay brilliantly
adapted the Cubist vocabulary of faceted and fragmented forms to render the transparentand seemingly
weightless structureof the tower, as well as to evoke the
extraordinarysense of excitement many experiencedat
the dawn of a great, new age of technological marvels.
Delaunay's painting conveys this feeling of boundless
optimism, the innocence and freshness of a time that
had not yet witnessedthe two world warsand the destructive potential of this same technology.
A 1912exhibitionphotographof this paintingshows
that Delaunay elaboratedit at a later date.

T
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LYONEL

FEININGER

Carnival in Arcueil,

(American, 1871-1956)

191I

Oil on canvas; 104.8 x 95.9 cm

Signed and dated, upper left: Feininger/ 91I
Joseph WinterbothamCollection, 1990o.19

the clouds. Against this dramatic backdrop, Feininger
deployed a motley crew of grotesqueand vaguely sinister
characters,some of whom recall Feininger'searliercartoons (see fig. i). With their vividly colored costumes,
these figures create a striking counterpointto the dominant yellow of the background.But the ultimateimpression is one of dissonance between the grandeur and
beauty of the town's architectureand the bombasticartificiality of its inhabitants.

his is one of a group of recently rediscoveredearly
masterpiecesby Lyonel Feiningerthat had been left
behind when the artist and his family were forced to
leave Nazi Germany in 1937for the United States. For
over forty years, this group of roughly fifty pictures
remainedunknown and inaccessiblein the East German
home of the friend in whose custody Feininger had left
them. Only after a prolonged legal battle were all but
three of the pictures finally returnedto the artist'sheirs
in 1984and exhibited as a group in 1985.
This picture revealsan artist of remarkablematurity
and vision, despite the fact that Feiningerhad not turned
seriously to painting until 1907. It was only then that
improved financial circumstances allowed him to give
up his successful career as a cartoonist. The setting for
this paintingis the town of Arcueil, south of Paris,where
Feininger spent several months a year from 19o6 to
1912.

Its majesticviaductbecamea frequent

subject in the artist'sdrawingsstartingas early
as 19o8. His intense interest in architecture,
which was to remain constant in Feininger's
work, is apparenthere not only in the use of
the viaduct but also in the brilliantly colored
block of houses in the middle ground. It may
have been reinforcedat this time by his interest
in Robert Delaunay's work (see p. 143), in
which architectural subjects likewise plays a
primaryrole.
Feininger'searlyadmirationfor Vincentvan
Gogh (see pp. 123 and 127) seems evident in the
heavily impastoed surface and in the use of
highly saturated colors, especially yellow,
which in the row of houses is beautifullymodulated by touches of pink, green, and orange.
Also reminiscentof van Gogh arethe animated,
billowing contours of the houses' rooftops,
which in turn echo the sweeping movement of
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Cartoon characters
by Lyonel Feininger
reproducedin the
ChicagoSundayTribune,
April 29, 19o6.
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GIORGIO

DE

CHIRICO

(Italian, I888-1978)

The Philosopher'sConquest (La Conquotedu philosophe), 1914
Oil on canvas;125.1 x 99.1 cm
Signed, lower right:G. de Chirico
Joseph WinterbothamCollection, 1939-405

iorgio de Chirico created his greatest and most
influential works during a span of a few years,
G
from 1911to 1917.This large painting is one of his masterpieces. He was one of the first artists to concentrate
on evoking a psychic ratherthan materialreality through
incongruous juxtapositionsof objects, thus foreshadowing the central goal and one of the principaltechniques
of Surrealism.
In this painting, de Chirico deployed a repertoireof
images that he was to combine and recombine in many
other paintings of the period: the vast, empty spaces, the
mysterious archways,the long, eerie shadows, the train,
clock, and factory chimneys. An aching melancholy
pervades the scene. The warmth and bustle of human
activity seem to have recededfrom this place. This is the
stillness and silence of a Mediterraneancity under the
midday sun, but heightened and transformed.Only distant or menacing traces of human activity remain: the
train and ship far in the background, dwarfed by the
factory chimneys; the shadows of two unseen figures;
the cannon jutting out of the left edge of the picture,
with its two cannon balls awkwardly and provocatively
stacked above it; and, in the immediateforeground, two
huge artichokes,which, in their spikiness and size, discourage the viewer's approach,keeping the spell of the
scene behind them unbroken.
The formalfeaturesof de Chirico'spaintings,although
generallyoverlooked in favor of the subject, are also significant. While the individual objects are rendered realistically, there is no bravurain de Chirico's approach.
The forms are depicted in a flat, simplified, almost crude
manner,and are either starkly silhouetted, as is the train
and clock, or heavily outlined in black, with a self-conscious lack of sophistication (for example,every brick is
outlined in the factory chimney in the left background).
The perspective and surfaces are also often skewed and
tipped in ways that have been attributedto the influence

of Cubism. The artist'sskill clearly does not reside in a
traditionaldisplay of realisticpainting, but ratherin the
strong structure of his compositions and in the telling
choice of and relationsamong objects.
A related drawing (fig. i), dated no earlierthan fall
1913,shows many of the principalfeaturesof this painting.
The main differences in the drawing are a palm tree in
the background,to the far left, which has been replaced
in the painting by the belching factory chimney, and a
group of bananas in the foreground, where the artist
later placed the two oversized artichokes. Interestingly,
in his choice and treatmentof the artichokes,de Chirico
has preserved the emphasis on a profusion of pointed
shapes found in the bananas,while heighteningwith his
new choice the incongruity of the objects placed in the
picture's foreground. De Chirico also later added the
two cannon balls poised above the cannon. The drawing
is entitled Le vainqueur (The Conqueror).The title that
the picture bears today, The Philosopher's Conquest,
suggests that the picture represents a triumph of the
innerworld, the painter'sconquest of the humanpsyche.
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Giorgio de Chirico.
Le vainqueur (The
Conqueror), 1913-14.

Crayon on cardboard;
13.7 x 10.5 cm. Inscribed
Le vainqueur. Paris,

Mus6ePicasso.
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MARC

C H AGA L L (French [born Russia], 1887-1985)

The Praying Jew, 1923 copy of a 1914 work
Oil on canvas;ii6.8 x 89.4 cm
Signed, lower right:Marc/ Chagall
Joseph WinterbothamCollection, 1937.188

with Birth of 1911and White Crucifixionof

Together
1938, this painting forms the nucleus of The Art
Institute of Chicago's outstanding group of works by
MarcChagall.This masterfulportraitshows that Chagall,
although best known for works of a lyrical exuberance
and color as in the Art Institute'sJuggler of 1943, could
excel with a much more limited palette and invest his
images with greatdignity and power.
This painting is one of two copies the artistmadein
1923 before parting with the original, which had been
painted in 1914 during a visit to his home town of
Vitebsk (in present-day Belarus).The original is now in
a privatecollection in Switzerlandand the other copy is
in the Museo d'artemodernain Venice.
As Chagallexplainedin his autobiography,the model
for The PrayingJew was an old beggarwhom the artist
invited to sit for the painting,wearinghis father'sprayer
clothes. These consist of a tallis--a fringed shawl with
black bands--and phylacteries-two smallsquareleather
boxes containing passages from the scriptures, which
were bound with leatherstrapsto the head and left armof
Jewish men during prayer.Chagall used the white-andblack color scheme and geometricpatternscharacterizing
this ritualgarb as the basis for a dazzling compositionof
highly abstractedshapes bearingwitness to his assimilation of early modernist movements (such as Cubism,
Orphism, and Expressionism).What is remarkableis that
the artist did so without sacrificingany of the portrait's
emotional impact. The abstractshapes that swirl around
the figure contributeto transformingthis portraitinto an
icon or symbol for an entire world, the Jewish world of
Chagall's youth. In painting this and other pictures of
Jewish life, the artistwas clearlymotivatedby a desireto
preservea tie to a past that was threatenedfor him both
by the passage of time and by geographical distance
(Chagallhad intendedto returnto Parisafterhis 1914visit
to Vitebsk, but was detainedin Russia until 1923 by the

outbreak of WorldWar I and events connected with the
Russian Revolution). From the perspective of the late
twentiethcentury,this imageis all the more moving, since
we know that this world and its people were to face a far
greaterthreatthan Chagallcould havepossibly imagined
in 1914.
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AMEDEO

MODIGLIANI

(Italian, 1884-1920)

Madame Pompadour,1915
Oil on canvas; 61.1 x

50.2

cm

Signed,lower right:modigliani
Titledanddated,upperleft:Madam/ Pompadour/ 9g15
Joseph WinterbothamCollection, 1938.2I7

of Jewish parents in the Italiancoastal town of
Modigliani settled in Paris in
where
he
developed friendships with Pablo
19o6,
the
Picasso,
poet Max Jacob, the sculptor Constantin
and
other members of the literary and artistic
Brancusi,
avant-garde,many of whom appearin his portraits. He
led a notoriously bohemian life, shortened by a selfdestructive use of alcohol and drugs. Modigliani produced his finest paintings between 1914 and his premature death in 1920. Within a limited range of subjects,
mainly portraits and nudes, he developed a highly distinctive style of sensitively elongatedforms.
In this portrait,Modigliani'semphasisis on a strong
formalstructuredominatedby the gridin the background
and the echoing curves of the sitter'shat, shoulders,and
features.Thereis none of the pathos often associatedwith
his work. The artist seems instead to have invested this
portrait with a note of ironic detachment,even humor,
reflectedin both the title of the painting(which refersto
Madame de Pompadour,mistress of King Louis XV of
France)and the expressionof amusedinscrutabilityworn
by the sitter.Werepainterand sitterperhapsboth amused
by the flamboyant hat? Modigliani's skill in rhyming
forms, while at the same time keeping us visually interested and slightly off-balance,is evident throughout the
picture,which resonateswith the lessons of PaulC6zanne,
Cubism,and Africansculpture.
The sitterfor this portraitmaywell havebeen Beatrice
Hastings, an English poetess who was Modigliani'smistress at the time. Becauseof the artist'stendencyto generalize his sitter's features, however, a comparison of this
portraitwith othersof Hastingsis inconclusive.

Born
Leghorn, Amedeo
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15

JOAN

MIR

6

(Spanish,1893-1983)

PortraitofJuanita Obrador, 1918
Oil on canvas;69.5 x 62 cm
Signed,lower left: Mir6/1918
Joseph WinterbothamCollection, 1957.78

T

his paintingbelongsto a groupof fascinatingand

152

MIRO

highly individual works by Joan Mir6 that document his early efforts to grapple with revolutionary
developments in modern art (such as Fauvism and
Cubism) and to forge his own direction. These efforts
culminatedin the early 1920s in the artist'sbreakthrough
to a style of fantastic,simplifiedforms, freely and loosely
scatteredacross the surface of his pictures with an exuberant abandon that is hard to imagine based on this
tightly constructedportrait. And yet, something of this
exuberance-of the vitality and poetic intensity of Mir6's
later works-seems indeed to underly this strangely
powerful portrait, manifestingitself, for example,in the
unrestrainedrhythms of the dress, barely held in check
by the diamondgrid in the background,or in the lyrical
note introduced by the small flower on the front of the
dress.
Different and often contrastingimpulsesare brought
here into uneasy balancethroughthe sheerforce of Mir6's
talent for creating compelling simplifications of the
forms before him. The strong rhythms established by
the dress, wallpaper,and face all vie for attention, as do
the artist'svarioussources of inspiration:the influenceof
the Fauves and especiallyof Henri Matisse(see p. 135)in
the bold use of color, dense applicationof paint, and flat
patterning of the dress and background; the effect of
Cubismin the farmore sculptural,angulartreatmentof the
face;and the impactof the Romanesquefrescoesof Mir6's
native Catalonia(which the artist himself acknowledged
as a majorinspiration)in the linearrhythms of the dress,
hair, and background, in the frontal pose, and in the
large,staringeyes. This is a paintingof dramaticcontrasts,
between the insistent flatness of the dress and background and the Cubist modelingof the face, between the
startlingpink of the wallpaperand the restrainedblackand-white color scheme of the dress, between the human
presence of the sitter and the strong linear patternsthat

threatento engulf it. It does not seem surprising,given
the impact this portrait still has today, that the young
woman who initially agreed to sit for it became frightened both by Mir6's intensity and his strange style of
painting,forcing him to finish the portraitfrom memory.
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GEORGES

BRAQUE

(French, 1882-1963)

Still Life, 1919
Oil on canvas;50.2 x 92.2 cm
Signed, lower right:G. Braque
Joseph WinterbothamCollection, 1929.764

ogetherwith Pablo Picasso(see p. 139),Georges
Braque was responsible for developing the revolutionary approachto paintingknown as Cubism (c. 90o714). Starting with their meeting in 1907, Picasso and
Braquemoved together through the successivephases of
this radically new style: the early phase (c. 1907-09),
which was stronglyinfluencedby the study of Africanart
and C6zanne;the so-called Analyticalphase (c. 1910-12),
in which the rhythm of the picture becomes dense and
broken, at times making the subject almost unreadable;
and the so-called Synthetic phase (c. 1912-14), which is
marked by a loosening of the picture'sstructure,partly
under the influenceof collage, in favorof broaderplanes,
brightercolor,and more decorativeeffects.
In this painting,we see BraqueemergingafterWorld
War I (he was seriously wounded in 1915and did not
resume painting until 1917) with a style clearly indebted
to his earlierCubist works, but temperedby a mood of
quiet reflection. There is a fluidity and looseness in the
way Braque applied traditionalCubist devices here that
bespeaks an easy familiarity without the urgency and
edge of the earlier experimental work. The artist handled this favorite Cubist subject here with a fuguelike
sense of visual counterpoint that seems indeed to illustrate the analogy between painting and music so widespreadin the early part of this century.The broad planes
and patternedsurfacesof SyntheticCubism areevident in
the treatmentof the objects, which are defined by large,
overlappingareasof color.The decorativepointillismused
to distinguishcertainplanesand the simulatedwood grain
used for the guitar'sneck recallthe Cubists'earlierradical
experiments with collage. Cubism's legacy is, however,
best exemplifiedhere by the startlingliberty Braquetook
with the guitar'sbody, its customarycurvaturebroken at
left by a gaping,angularopening,which finds its primary
justificationnot in resemblanceto an outsidemodel but in
the painting'sinnerlogic.
154 BRAQUE
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FERNAND

LEGER

(French, 1881-1955)

The Railway Crossing (Preliminary Version),

1919

Oil on canvas;54.1 x 65.7 cm
Signed and dated on back:Le Passage-aniveau,
esquisseE Leger/I9
JosephWinterbothamCollection, gift of Mrs.Patrick
Hill in memory of Rue WinterbothamCarpenter,
1953-341

ike Robert Delaunay's Champs de Mars: The Red
Towerof 1911(p. 143),FernandL6ger'sThe Railway
Crossing(PreliminaryVersion) is a paean to modernity,
its dynamism,energy,and movement.Unlike Delaunay's
earlierwork, however,this painting contains no specifically recognizable objects, except the directional sign
with the arrow. Rather than a representation of a railroad crossing, LUgercreateda new kind of visual poetry
from the fragments, colors, and shapes of his environment, evoking the rich sensations elicited by modern
industrializedlife. Tubularbeams appearto intersectthe
surface, evoking both the pistons of a machine and the
open, metal structures used in modern construction.
Other forms, such as the circular,targetlikeshape on the
left, the stripes that proliferatethroughout the painting,
and most obviously the directional sign with the arrow,
seem to have been inspired by the colorful, simplified
geometry of road signs or the loud, attention-getting
designs of billboards and posters. In this respect, Leger
prefiguredthe later fascination of Pop artists with these
elements of modern life.
The railroad crossing, a subject epitomizing the
noisy mechanicalworld that L6ger loved, had first been
painted by the artist as early as 1912.In
i919, he resumed portraying this subject, making a number of drawingsand
oil sketches, including our own, in
preparationfor a much larger,finished
painting (fig. i). The Art Institute version already contains the major compositional elements found in the final
work. There is, however, one dramatic
difference:for the final painting, L6ger
decided to turn the entire composition
upside down, in what amounts to a
declaration of the painting's complete
autonomy from representation.
I56

LEGER
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I.

Fernand Lager. The

Railroad Crossing,
i919. Oil on canvas;

97 x I30 cm. Collection

of Raoul Laroche.
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M A X ER N ST

(French [born Germany], 1891-1976)

The Blue Forest,

1925

Oil on canvas;116.2 x 73 cm
Signed and dated,lower left: max ernst/25
Joseph WinterbothamCollection, 1988.221

ax Ernst was one of the most gifted artistsassociated with Surrealism,exhibiting a protean imagination that led him to produce work in an unusually
wide range of styles and techniques. This painting
belongs to a period, from 1925 to 1928, that was perhaps
the most productiveand creativeof his long career.Most
of the artist's extraordinarilyrich work of these years
depended, directly or indirectly,on a technique referred
to as frottage (rubbing), which Ernst used to stimulate
his imagination, encouraged in this by Surrealisttheories about the processes of inspiration. This technique
consisted in placing a piece of paper over a textured
object or surface and then rubbing it with a pencil or
other tool to obtain an image. Using this method as his
point of departure, Ernst produced in 1925 a series of
exceptionally beautiful drawings, thirty-four of which
were published the following year under the title
Histoire naturelle(NaturalHistory).This paintingshares
with these drawings a stark and delicate beauty. Like
many other works of this period, it was produced by
adaptingfrottage to oil painting. The techniques used
included scrapingpaint off the canvas,a procedureErnst
called grattage (scraping),or rubbing a cloth dipped in
paint over the canvas, as it lay on a variety of textured
surfaces from wood planks and wire mesh, as in this
case, to string, chair caning, shells, and many other
materials. As the title of Ernst's portfolio of drawings
indicates, many of his works of these years allude to the
natural world. The "Forest"series, exemplified by this
painting, resumed a popular Romantic theme that continued to fascinateSurrealistartists(compare,for example,
the work of Ernst'sclose friendJeanArp) as a repository
of mysterious,primevalforces.
Here the chance patterns produced by the wood
grainof severalwood planks have been transformedinto
a cluster of towering forms, outlined against a pale sky
flecked with blue, yellow, and green. The forest's floor

M

presents a honeycomb pattern seemingly produced by
means of a wire mesh, a patternthat is echoed in the sky
in scatteredbursts of color. The spare simplicity of this
image enhances its associativepowers, as we are drawn
into our own cosmic reverie about a primordial world,
encompassingfar more than the forest mentioned in the
title. Ernst's works thus become, in his own words, a
kind of "hypnoticlanguage[that] takes us back to a lost
paradise,to cosmic secrets, and teaches us to understand
the languageof the universe."

I 8 ERNST
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C H A I M S O U T I N E (Lithuanian, 1893-1943)

Dead Fowl, c. 1926
Oil on canvas;95.9 x 61.6 cm
Signed,lower left: Soutine
JosephWinterbothamCollection, 1937.167

ike Marc Chagall(see p. 149),Chaim Soutine was a
RussianJew, who made his way to Paris in 1913 in
pursuit of his passion for painting. In Paris he became
friendswith otherJewish artists,such as Chagall,Jacques
Lipchitz, and especiallyAmedeo Modigliani(see p. I1I),
who painted several portraits of him. Like Modigliani
and Chagall,he forged a personal idiom that did not fit
neatly into a group movement, though it shows the
influence of Vincent van Gogh (see pp. 123 and 127),
the Fauves, and particularlyExpressionism.The highly
expressivework of earlierartists, such as El Greco and
Rembrandt van Rijn, was also a major inspiration, as
Soutine developedhis feverishlyintensevision of reality.
One of more than twenty pictures of dead birds
paintedby the artistin the mid-1920s, this powerfulwork
demonstratesSoutine'stalent at extractingthe last ounce
of tragic meaning from his otherwise ordinarysubjects.
In typical fashion, the painter has invested this still life
with a frenzied vitality, which contrasts markedly with
the lifeless condition of the bird. Rather than the limp
surrenderof death,Soutineseems to havebeen portraying
the bird's writhing battle against death, its fierce resistance to its fate. This is reflectedin the savageapplication
of paint, in the flickeringcolor, and in the highly unstable
composition. The front of a table or chair emergesfrom
the dark ground, but rather than supporting the dead
bird, it is skewed at a dizzying angle, thus emphasizing
the turbulentdramaof the scene.

16o SOUTINE
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MAX

BEC

KMAN

RecliningNude,

N (German, 1884-1950)

1927

Oil on canvas;83.4x 119cm
Joseph WinterbothamCollection, 1988.220

W

orld War I was the decisive event in Max

Beckmann'scareer. The slaughter and suffering
that he witnessed at the front, where he servedas a medical orderly,and his subsequentnervousbreakdowndrastically changedhis outlook and, by extension, his work.
Discharged from the army, Beckmann soon started to
produce a series of shockingly new paintings reflecting
what he described in a letter from the front as "life's
unspeakable contradictions."Unflinching and brutally
direct, works such as the barbaric Night of 1918-I9
(Diisseldorf, Kunstsammlung Nordrhein-Westfalen),
which depicts a band of thugs torturing a man and
woman, set the tone for the rest of Beckmann'scareer.
As shown by the sinister Self-Portraitwith Red Scarfof
1917(StaatsgalerieStuttgart), and the many other selfportraitsthat were to follow (such as his Self-Portraitof
1937 in the collection of the Art Institute), Beckmann
spared no one, not even himself, from his merciless
scrutiny.
Within this context, it comes as no surprisethat the
theme of the nude is fairly rare in Beckmann's work,
harking back as it does to a tradition that often treated
the female body as an exercise in the representationof
ideal beauty. Masterfully painted, this work shows
Beckmann'svehement handling of pigment laid down in
broad slabs of color and in dark, chiseling contours.
Although the picture'stheme is related to the countless
recliningfemale nudes of art history,from Titian'sVenus
of Urbino (I538; Galleria degli Uffizi, Florence) to
Francisco Goya's Naked Maja (c. 1798-I805;Museo del
Prado, Madrid) to Edouard Manet's Olympia (1863;
Mus6e du Louvre, Paris),Beckmannhas injected it with
something of the unsettling quality so pronounced in
his more well-known works. This is the nude stripped
of its idealizing veneer and depicted as the object of blatant and disquieting erotic impulses. The woman'sbody
is shown through the distorting lens of the viewer's
162

intense desire. The torso is unnaturallycompressed and
reduced to a pair of huge, bulging breasts. So dominant
is this feature,in fact, that the woman'shead seems overshadowed, no more than a perfunctory afterthought,
and oddly discontinuous with the rest of the figure.
From the abbreviated torso, the figure's limbs-the
thighs and arms inordinately long-sprawl in different
directions. Despite the lush handling of paint and the
beautifully sketched still life on the lower right, there
seems to be more than a hint of aggression in the
unabashedemphasison the woman's breasts and in the
ostentatioussplayingof the figure.

BECKMANN
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RAOUL

DU F Y (French, 1877-1953)

Open Window,Nice, 1928
Oil on canvas;65.i x 53.7cm
Signed, lower right:RaoulDufy
Joseph WinterbothamCollection, 1937.I66

aoul Dufy's work often draws comparisonwith
that of Henri Matisse, and the two artists indeed
had a number of things in common: they both worked
on the Riviera,a circumstancethat led them at times to
treat very similar subjects (compare, for example,
Matisse's WomanStanding at the Window of 1919, formerly in the Winterbotham Collection [see p. io6, fig.
41);they both went through a Fauvistphase and continued to give primacy to color in their subsequentwork;
and they both traveledto North Africaand were seduced
by the lush, exotic patternsof that region. But in Dufy's
work, an extraordinaryfacility often masks the tracesof
intellectualeffort and intense experimentationso apparent in the art of Matisse(see p. 135).The mood in Dufy's
paintings is one of unalloyed pleasure,and so unwaveringly is this mood sustainedthroughout his work that it
has been said that "Dufy neverpainteda sad picture."
At his best, as in this superb example, Dufy displayed an unrivaleddecorativesense, juggling with consummate skill broad areasof bold, saturatedcolor (blue,
red, green, yellow), a calligraphicline of greatverve and
fluidity, and an assured if carefree appreciationfor the
compositional liberties of modern painting. Dufy here
brilliantlytransformedthe common modernist motif of
the slanted,upturnedtabletop (see, for example,Georges
Braque'sStill Life, p. y55)into an abstractcircularshape
that hovers magicallyat the joyous center of his composition. Its quiet, undisturbedsurface contrastsmarkedly
with the richly patternedareasthat surroundit, while its
perfectly self-containedshape becomes a symbol for the
state of sensualfulfillmentembodiedin this picture.

R
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Y V E S T A N G U Y (American [born France], 1900-1955)

Title Unknown, 1928
Oil on wood, hinged folding screen in eight panels,
each panel 200 x 59.7cm
TANGUY
28
Signed,lower right: YVES
JosephWinterbothamCollection, 1988.434

In 1923, Yves Tanguy saw a painting by Giorgio de
Chirico (see p. 147)in an art dealer'swindow and, like
Max Ernst,Rene Magritte,and Paul Delvaux(see pp. 159,
171, and 173),was profoundly affected by his encounter
with Metaphysical art. As a result, Tanguy resolved to
make paintinghis life work and, despitehis lack of formal
artistictraining,soon developedhis own distinctivebrand
of Surrealistpainting, which consists of vast, imaginary
landscapespopulatedby oddly amorphouscreatures.
Surprisingly,nothing is known of the circumstances
surroundingthe creationof this extraordinaryand unique
screen, which is certainly one of Tanguy'smasterpieces.
Given its size and ambition, this work was likely created
for a specific patron. It shares many of the characteristics of Tanguy'sother works of this period, but because
of its almost environmentalscale, the haunting grandeur
of Tanguy'sinfinitely expanding vistas reaches here an
unprecedentedintensity.
As usual, Tanguy painted this work with great care
and a profusion of subtle details, which reward close
inspection and gently but inexorably draw us under the
spell of his strange and marvelous world. For example,
the horizon line, which appears almost flat in a reproduction, due to the enormous reduction in size, actually presentsnumeroushilly modulations.And the color
scheme, although muted, revealsan infinite rangeof gradations,from white to grayto blackor brown,punctuated
by touches of vivid color--orange-red, blue, green.Similarly, the surface treatment is more varied than would
initially appear-smooth and lush in the expanse of the
sky, roughly textured through heavy scratching in the
dark area below the horizon line. A number of bulbous
creatures, uncertainly bridging the animate and the
inanimateworlds, are scatteredthroughoutthe landscape
and are sometimes pairedin almost humanways (see the
two forms in the lower right corner of the fourth panel
from the left). Vaporous,cloudlike entities and plumed,

linear structures are interspersed among them. This
seems to be a lunar or undersealandscape,in which the
pull of gravity is either absent or gentler than in our
own world, since these creaturesat times rest lightly on
the ground, and at other times hover buoyantly above it.
As we gaze into this aquariumlikeworld, Tanguy'sforms
tenuously join and separateas if engagedin a slow dance.
This is a parallel universe, which seems to unveil the
deepest secretsand mysteries of our own.

166 TANGUY
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SALVADOR

DALI

(Spanish,

1904-1989)

Inventions of the Monsters (Les Inventions des monstres), 1937
Oil on canvas;125.I x 99.1 cm
Signed and dated on back:SalvadorDali'937
JosephWinterbothamCollection, 1943-798

Surrealistssuch as Giorgio de Chirico (see
147) and Rene Magritte (see p. 171) generally
focused on unlocking the mystery of everyday objects,
SalvadorDali populated his visionary landscapes with
the often monstrous creatures of his imagination. Dali
also favored dazzling displays of painterly skill, rather
than the deadpanrealism of de Chirico and Magritte,in
giving his scenes a dramaticand hallucinatoryintensity.
When this paintingwas acquiredby the Art Institute
in 1943,Dali sent the following telegramcommentingon
the circumstancesof the work'screationandits symbolism:

Whilep.

Ampleasedandhonoredby youracquisition.
Accordingto

Nostradamus [sixteenth-centuryFrenchphysician and astrol-

of monsterspresagestheoutbreakof war.
oger]the apparition
mountainsnear
Thiscanvaswaspaintedin theSemmering
Viennaa few monthsbeforetheAnschluss[theannexation
of Austriaby Nazi Germanyin March 1938]and has a pro-

rivermonsters.
Horsewomenequalmaternal
pheticcharacter.
Flaminggiraffeequalsmasculineapocalypticmonster.Cat

monster.
Hourglass
equalsmetaangelequalsdivineheterosexual
physicalmonster.Gala[Dali'swife]andDaliequalsentimental
monster.Thelittlebluedogaloneis not a truemonster.

woman's head merges with that of a horse, associating
her with the horse-women shown bathing at left. What
Dali refers to above as a "cat angel" leans against the
altar,seemingly in conversationwith the horse-woman.
In what is now the empty right-handcorner of the picture, a dog was once visible (painted in a chemically
unstable pigment, it has now faded almost completely).
The populated areas of the picture in the foreground
and middleground seemed to be threatened by some
kind of conflagration in the far right corner, a danger
epitomized by the "flaminggiraffe."As Dali's comments
make clear, the artist understood this to refer to the
approachingthreatof WorldWarII.
A number of preparatory drawings exist for this
painting. One of these is presently on loan to the Art
Institute (fig. i) and shows Dali working to define the
painting'sdouble-headedwoman by combining a profile
and frontal view. The deep, receding perspective found
in the painting is already suggested here by the small
figure and hill sketched in the far distance.

As Dali's comments suggest, there is an ominous mood
to the painting. A hand mysteriously emerges from the
lower left corner of the picture and points admonishingly to the scene before us. Here a sibylline figure
gazes from black sockets at the butterfly and hourglass
she holds in her hands, both of which may be interpreted as memento mori, remindersof death. Behind her
emerge the heads of Gala and Dali, which are vividly
caught in a happily shared moment, as they gaze with
apparentamusementand fascinationat the variedobjects
(a hand holding a ball, a long loaf of bread, and what
seems to be a small portrait bust) on the long table
before them. In the center of the picture, a kind of altar
supports a female bust, her nakedness painted with the
lush eroticism that so appealed to the Surrealists.The
168 DALI
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FIGURE

I.

SalvadorDali.
Formation of the
Monsters (Formation
des monstres), 1937.

Black ink on pink
paper; 23.8 x 15.9 cm.

The Art Instituteof
Chicago,Lindy and
Edwin Bergman
Collection, IIo. I99I.
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RENE

MAGRITTE

(Belgian,

1898-1967)

Time Transfixed(La Duree poignard"e),1938
Oil on canvas;137x 98.7 cm
Signed,lower right:Magritte
Titled, signed, and dated on back: "LADUREE/
POIGNARDEE

" / 80P / MAGRITTE / 1938

Joseph WinterbothamCollection, 1970.426

ene Magritte owed a direct debt to Giorgio de
Chirico, whose work he first saw in 1922. This
painting is one of Magritte'smost compelling images. In
it, the influence of de Chirico is apparent in a shared
approach to the creation of mysterious and enigmatic
images through incongruous juxtapositions of familiar
objects; it is also evident in Magritte'sadoption of some
of de Chirico's motifs (the clock, the locomotive), as a
comparison with de Chirico's The Philosopher's Conquest (p. 147) makes clear.Magrittehas, however, given
his own imprintto the ideas implicit in de Chirico'searly
paintings. His images are less complicated and more
immediately comprehensible than de Chirico's. His
brand of realism is more meticulous in both technique
and composition. Magritte'semphasison order is apparent in the unclutteredand precisely renderedsurfaces,in
the grid of moldings and frames that controls the composition, and in details such as the smoke of the
locomotive, which tidily disappears under the
mantelpiece.There is an engagingcoarsenessand
naivet6 to de Chirico's images that Magritte
exchangedin this painting for clarity and immediacy. There is, nevertheless, nothing slavish
about Magritte's realism, as illustrated by his
deliberateomission, in his final composition, of
the shadow of the candlestick on the right. A
comparison of the painting with a preparatory
sketch (fig. i) shows this and other small but significantchanges,such as the enlargementof both
the clock's face and the locomotive. In typically
compulsive fashion, these two circularforms are
made to sharethe same diameter.
In a letter of 1959,Magritte commented at
length on this painting, emphasizingthat his goal
was to unveil or evoke "the mystery" of things
"thatseem familiarto us [out of error or habit]."
Having decided on a locomotive as his subject,
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"the problem," he explained, was "how to paint this
image so that it would evoke mystery."Magritteadded,
"The image of a locomotive is immediately familiar:its
mystery is not perceived.In order for its mystery to be
evoked,anotherimmediatelyfamiliarimagewithout mystery-the image of a dining room fireplace-was joined
with the image of the locomotive." He also remarked
that "the title La dureepoignardee is itself an image (in
words) joined to a painted image"and that Time Transfixed did not seem to him "a very accuratetranslation."
Indeed, although the English title has the memorable
quality that Magritteoften sought, it is both more catchy
and less forceful than the original French. It does not
convey the sense of duration and passage through time
in the word "duree"(duration)or the violent impact of
something stabbed with a dagger in the word "poignardee" (stabbed).
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Rene Magritte.Study
for Time Transfixed
of 1938. Pencil on paper;
30 x 25 cm. Private
collection,Brussels.
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PAUL

DELVAUX

(Belgian, 1897-1994)

The Awakening of the Forest (L'Eveil de la foret), August 1939
Oil on

canvas; 170.2 x 225.4 cm

Signed and dated on rock at lower right:
P. DELVAUX/ 8-39

JosephWinterbothamCollection, i991.290

his is one of the most ambitiouspaintingsthat Paul
Delvauxproducedduringthe late 1930s,when, under
the influenceof Surrealism,he madea dramaticand lasting
changein his work. Like so many of his Surrealistpredecessors,he was particularlyaffectedby the earlypaintings
of Giorgio de Chirico (see p. 147),whom Delvauxdubbed
"the poet of emptiness"and whose work he admiredfor
givingpictorialform to "apoetry of silenceand absence."
In de Chirico's work and in that of SalvadorDali (see
p. 169)and Rene Magritte(see p. 17i), Delvauxdiscovered
new possibilities for giving visual form to his complex
innerworld, a world populatedwith childhoodmemories
and dominated by the obsessive recurrenceof the same
mysteriousfemaletype.
In TheAwakeningof the Forest,it is the artist'schildhood passion for the novels of Jules Verne that inspired
this elaboraterecasting of a traditional,bucolic subject.
The artisthas freely renderedhere an episode from Jules
Verne'snovel Journey to the Center of the Earth (1864),
in which Professor Otto Lidenbrock and his nephew
Axel discover deep inside the earth a prehistoricforest,
beautifully preservedwith its profusion of now-extinct
vegetation. As Delvaux explained, he was drawn to the
figure of the professor by "the somewhat comic, very
picturesqueside of his personality."In the painting, the
professor is shown at left, immersedin the examination
of a rock or fossil, apparently oblivious to the scene
unfolding before him. Behind him, the artist has portrayedhimself in the role of Axel, gazing away from the
scene with the same wide-eyed, trancelike,self-absorbed
expressionsharedby the other figures in the painting.In
the background, under the gray light of a full moon, a
group of women, as pristine in their nakedness as the
forest is geologically, advance like automatons, as if
moved or drawn by some invisible force. In the foreground, severalfigures combine elements from different
realms,the human and the vegetal in the case of the two
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women who have sproutedleavesin the place of hair,the
male and the female in the case of the two hermaphrodites (the adolescentlanguidly resting on a huge leaf at
center and the flutist standingat right). In their ambiguity, these figures seem to belong to a primordial,not yet
completely differentiatedstate. On either side, a female
figure in long Victorian dress advances holding an oil
lamp, vainly attemptingto shed light on the unyielding
mystery of the scene.
There is in fact a sense of emotional estrangement,
an oppressive silence at the very heart of the picture,
that will not be denied, despite the languid eroticism
evoked by the proliferationof nakedforms and the artist's
fussy preoccupationwith details. There seems to be no
genuine connection between the many figures populating the scene, all of whom seem ultimately isolated in
their own world. Even when engagingin some action, as
are the two women embracing in the far center of the
picture, there is an automatic,passive, unfulfilling quality to their gestures that seems to defy real communication. This is a world of suspended and unrequited
desires, in which all but the comically oblivious professor, who may well function in some respects as an alter
ego for the artistobsessedwith his work, seem to express
a melancholy awareness of the unbridgeable distance
between desireand its fulfillment.
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BALTHUS

(COUNT

BALTHASAR

KLOSSOWSKI

DE

ROLA)

(French,born19o8)

Solitaire (Patience),1943
Oil on canvas;161.3x I61.5cm
Signed and dated,lower left: Balthus 1943
Joseph WinterbothamCollection, 1964.177

B

althusis a masterof vaguemenaceandunease.As

in many of his other paintings, the artist focused
here on the unself-consciously provocative pose of a
pubescent girl, thereby injecting something unsettling
into an otherwise banal scene. The girl's taut, arching
pose indicates a physical restlessness, an impulsive and
unrestrainedquality,that seems to threatenthe normality and predictabilityof this bourgeois interior.Against
the insistent regularity of the back wall, which is covered with striped wall paper and is perfectly aligned
with the picture'srectangularframe,the artisthas placed
every object slightly askew, as if to suggest the disruptive effect of the girl's presence. Many of these objects,
especially the open book and box on the chair,seem to
reflect, in their disordered state the girl's distracted,
bored handlingof them. In her restlessness,she seems to
have carelessly moved many of the objects from their
customary position: the cluster of containersand books
stackedon the lower left, the open book and box dumped
on the chair,the silver candlestickand cup pushed to the
edge of the table. Even the furniture and rug seem to
have been disturbed. The activity in which the girl is
engaged, a game of solitaire, seems insufficient to contain her pent-up energy.A sense of frustration,of a force
and impulse vainly seeking an appropriatechannel,pervades the picture.
The muted colors and simplifiedvolumesof Balthus's
style of painting hark back to the figurativetradition of
artists such as Piero della Francesca,whom he greatly
admired.In its tight execution and controlled contours,
this style confers to the scene a still, frozen quality that
further heightens the feeling of repressedsexual energy
expressed by the girl's pose. Painted in Switzerland,
where Balthus took refuge during World War II, this
picture has, not surprisingly, been interpreted as a
metaphorfor the restlesswaiting game of the 6migr6.
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YVES TA N GU Y

(American [born France], 1900-1955)

The Rapidity of Sleep (La Rapidite'des sommeils),

I945
Oil on canvas; 127 x ioi.6 cm
TANGUY
45
Signed, lower right: YVES
Titled on back:La Rapiditedes sommeils
Joseph WinterbothamCollection, 1946.46

his paintingexemplifies Yves Tanguy's late style,
especially as he practiced it after his move to the
United States in 1939, where he marriedthe American
painter Kay Sage. The forms have become harder and
more sculptural, resembling strangely shaped stones,
ratherthan the amorphouscreaturesof his earlierpaintings, and echoing more clearly the prehistoric
stones-the dolmens and menhirs-of Tanguy'snative
Brittany. Color is also intensified, as the artist makes
more generous use of the orange-red and blue found
only spottily in earlierworks, such as his 1928 screen (p.
167). The arrangement,size, and shape of these forms
has become more varied,from the regimentedclustering
of forms on the right to the horizontal scattering of
forms on the left and in the background.The viewer is
also brought visually closer to the scene through the
cropping of forms in the foreground.
The title of the painting (inscribedon the back as La
Rapidite des sommeils) works in conjunction with the
image to heighten its enigma and mystery, as in the
works of Giorgio de Chirico and Rene Magritte(see pp.
147and 17i). Perhapsthe title refersto the onset of sleep,
or to the different stages of sleep, as the French use of
the plural "sommeils"seems to suggest. This interpretation seems to find a visual equivalentin the progression
from congested, active foregroundto sparse,quiet background, from the thicket of verticalforms on the right to
the more relaxed rhythm of horizontal forms extending
into the distance. In the middle ground, at left, is an
unusual configuration that seems particularlyevocative
in relation to the title. A horizontal form reminiscentof
a sleepingfigure lies, as in a bed or coffin, within the rectangular space defined by a rocklike border. Is Tanguy
referringto the sleep that ushers in the dream-worldof
his landscapesor to the ultimatesleep,the sleep of death?
The mood of the picture hovers uncertainlybetween the
ominous and the contemplative,betweenlower and upper

T

halves, engenderinga desire to traversethe inhospitable
foreground to reach the soothing, misty reaches of the
background. Given the date of the work, at the end of
WorldWarII, one also wonders whether there is embedded in this work something of the emotional tenor of
the times, a yearning for a peace that would transcend
recent history.
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JEAN

DUBUFFET

(French, 1901-1985)

Genuflectionof the Bishop (L'Agenouillement de l'6veque), 1963
Oil on canvas; 217.8 x 298.5 cm
Signed and dated,lower left:J. Dubuffet 63
Titled, signed, and dated on back:L'agenouillement/
de l'dveque/J. Dubuffet / octobre63
Joseph WinterbothamCollection, 1964.Io87

n 1942 Jean Dubuffet gaveup a successful careeras a
wine merchantto become a full-time artist. His goal
was to create art outside the boundariesof traditionand
received notions of beauty and ugliness. In the pursuit
of this goal, Dubuffet turned for inspirationto so-called
"outsider" art-the art of children, the insane, prison
inmates, naive artists, and the "primitives,"whose work
he describedas art brut ("rawart").
This painting belongs to a long series of works that
occupied Dubuffet from 1962 to 1974,and for which he
coined the term Hourloupe. As the artist himself
explained,"L'Hourloupe[in French] calls to mind some
object or personageof fairytale-likeand grotesquecharacter and at the same time something tragicallygrowling
and menacing."A quality both whimsical and disturbing indeed characterizes this painting. Following his
resolve to make art from the raw stuff of "daily life,"
stripped of the veneer of culture, which he regardedas
"a dead language"or as "a coat that ... no longer fits
us," Dubuffet took his inspiration for the Hourloupe
series from his own ballpoint doodles. These soon took
on a life of their own, expanding,as in this case, to huge
proportions and eventually encompassing not only
painting, but sculpture and architectureas well. One of
the sculptures to emerge from this series, Monument to
the Standing Beast of 1969, has since become a Chicago
landmark in its position in front of Helmut Jahn's
equally unorthodox State of Illinois Building (now the
JamesR. Thompson Center).
This painting initially overwhelmsthe viewer with a
dizzying proliferationof forms, all of which fit together
with the unyielding flatnessof a jigsawpuzzle. On closer
scrutiny,five indeterminatefigures or personagesemerge
from the background,including, at center,the kneeling
"bishop" of the title. There is an unsettling tension
between the painting'sinsistentlyrepetitivedesign and its
figurative and possibly narrativecontent, which makes

us constantly waver between abstractionand figuration
in our readingof the surface.Similarlydisturbingis the
tension between the endearinglygrotesque figures conjured from the artist's imagination and the feeling of
their suffocating spatial confinement within the painting. At any moment, the figures seem in dangerof being
swallowed up by the obsessive patterning of the picture'ssurface.
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GERHARD

RICHTER

(German, born 1932)

Christaand Wolfi(Christaund Wolfi), 1964
Oil on canvas;150ox 130cm
Titled on back:Christau. Wolfi
Joseph WinterbothamCollection, 1987.276

C

onsideredin its entirety, Gerhard Richter's work

seems to defy traditionalnotions of cohesion, for
he has worked, often simultaneously, in diametrically
different modes. In addition to the so-called Photo
Paintingsof the I96os, of which this is a major example,
his work includes austere grids of colored rectangles,
based on color charts,and, most recently,a series of colorful, exuberant, and highly gestural abstractions. At
first, it would seem that the only common element
among these is a surprisinglysingle-mindeddevotion to
the traditional medium of oil painting. It is only on
closer inspection that one begins to appreciatethe questioning, exploratory attitude that underlies Richter's
work, an attitude that leads him to focus, in a quintessentially modern manner,on the differentand even contradictoryways in which we record reality.In his Photo
Paintings, he concentrated on photography, especially
family snapshots and journalistic photographs; in his
impersonal, gridlike works, he focused on the symbolic
language of maps and charts; and in his most recent
paintings, he has self-consciously adopted the style of
AbstractExpressionism.Richterthus increasesour awareness not only of the different ways in which we are
accustomed to perceiving or constructing reality, but
also of the incompletenessand inadequacyof any single
mode of representation before a reality that is irreducibly elusiveand complex."My own relationto reality,"
Richter has said, "has always to do with haziness, insecurity,inconsistency."
In this painting,which appearsto be basedon a family
photograph, Richter gave to the image a blurred,liquid
quality, as if it were no more than an unsteady,fleeting
reflection, like a reflection on water. In some instances,
parts of the picture are entirely obscured, as in the case
of the hand of the figureon the left, which is reducedto a
hazy stump. The title of the painting, which is inscribed
on the back of the canvas,further enhancesthe sense of

incompletenessand mystery evoked by the image, since
only one of the two women is identified by name (Wolfi
presumably refers to the dog). All of these factors
heightenour awarenessof time'sinevitableblurringof the
past and the nostalgia-a word used by Richter-associated with this kind of family snapshot.
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The Art Institute of Chicago Museum
Studies, published twice annually,
presents articles on the collections
and history of the Art Institute. This
issue is devoted entirely to the Joseph
Winterbotham Collection, a remarkable
group of nineteenth- and twentiethcentury European paintings. This
special issue of Museum Studies includes
an essay on the Winterbotham family,
followed by short, informative essays
on all of the works in the Winterbotham
Collection. Each of the paintings in the
collection is reproduced in full color,
including works by VANGOGH(pictured
on

the cover),

PICASSO,

TOULOUSE-LAUTREC,

CHAGALL,

DE CHIRICO

(picturedat right),and MAGRITTE.
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